Evening Presentation Notice

Date: Tuesday, April 12th, 2016
Time: 19:00
Location: Radio-Canada Montreal, Télécino Theatre
1400 René Lévesque Boulevard, Montréal
Parking via Papineau entrance (parking fee applies)

Organized by: Jean-Claude Krelic (TVA)
Sponsored by: DPA Microphone et Gerr Audio

Subjects: A Microphone University Presentation

IMPORTANT: In order to participate to this evening, please register via Eventbrite.
For this evening a streaming will be offered for attendants outside of the greater Montreal Area (limited access, registration mandatory)

Your Montreal SMPTE chapter is pleased to team-up with the DPA Microphone and Gerr Audio for a Microphone University Presentation.

The microphone is often taken for granted to some degree and the take away from this event will be a greater understanding of how and why different microphone technologies work.

Knowledge and techniques which can then be applied professionally resulting in better quality and more predictable pickup as well as simplifying and accelerating the audio post-production challenge.

Presentation will be interactive and involve:
• demonstrations of various techniques for concealment and optimizing pickup under various different conditions
• microphone technology, choice in application, and optimum placement will be discussed with a specific focus on television and film applications.

Presenter: Mr. Bo Brink is the global application specialist with DPA Microphones. Mr. Brink is an excellent and entertaining presenter with a wide range of real world experiences.